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The notion ofgenuinethree-particle nonlocality introduced by Svetlichny[Phys. Rev. D35, 10, 3066
(1987)] is discussed. Svetlichny’s inequality, which can distinguish between genuine three-particle and three-
particle nonlocality that is based on underlying two-particle nonlocality, is analyzed by reinterpreting it as a
frustrated network of correlations. Its quantum-mechanical maximum violation is derived and a situation is
presented that produces the maximum violation. We show that recent beautiful experiments to demonstrate
nonlocality for a three-party state by the GHZ paradox, although demonstrating nonlocality, do not allow any
violation of the Svetlichny inequality. However, we show that with only minor modifications to the measure-
ments performed, the experiments would be far more powerful and able to demonstrate genuine three-party
nonlocality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding multipartite nonlocality is the aim of much
recent research. This was first considered for three particles
[1,2], giving the GHZ paradox, and since then generalized
Bell inequalities have been derived forN-particle systems
which show that quantum mechanics violates local realism in
these situations[3–5]. However, as Svetlichny showed[6],
such results are insufficient to show that all of the particles in
a system are acting nonlocally; it is possible to imagine a
nonlocal many-particle system as consisting of a finite num-
ber of nonlocal subsystems, but with only local correlations
present between these subsystems. Svetlichny produced a
Bell-type inequality to distinguish cases ofgenuinethree-
particle nonlocality from weaker forms involving only two-
particle nonlocality.

Experiments to produce and analyze three-particle en-
tangled states are far more difficult than those on two-
particle entangled states which are now routinely performed.
In fact, such experiments have only very recently been per-
formed[7,8]. Unfortunately, although the work of Svetlichny
is now more than a decade old, the notion of genuine three-
particle nonlocality which it introduced has not been widely
known and the experiments on three-particle entanglement
have not been specifically designed to verify the existence of
such correlations. We show that the particular measurements
performed in the experiments of Bouwmeesteret al. [7] and
Panet al. [8] are such that they do not produce(according to
quantum mechanics) any violations of Svetlichny’s inequal-
ity, and can in fact be reproduced by a limited two-particle
nonlocal model. Therefore, these results cannot be used for
the verification of the existence of genuine three-particle
nonlocality, although they prove nonlocality. Ironically, his-
tory repeats itself. The pre-1964 measurements performed in
order to establish the existence of entanglement, although
able to confirm entanglement, turned out to be precisely
those that were not appropriate for testing Bell’s inequalities
[9].

To be more specific, a state of three particlesuCl123 which
can be decomposed asucl1ufl23 only exhibits nonlocal cor-

relations between particles two and three. Similarly, a density
matrix r123 which is a mixture of states of the formucl1ufl23,
uhl2ujl13, anduxl3uul12 contains only two-particle nonlocality
(though it might be very difficult to show this if only the
density matrix is given but not the explicit decomposition).
Suppose, however, thatuCl123 cannot be decomposed—does
this necessarily imply that it has three-particle nonlocality?
This was the question raised by Svetlichny[6]. More pre-
cisely, Svetlichny asked the following: We know that the
correlations between the results of measurements performed
on triplets of particles in the stateuCl123 cannot be described
by local hidden variables. Could they, however, be described
by a hybrid local—nonlocalsystem, in which nonlocal cor-
relations are present only between two particles(which two
particles are nonlocally correlated can change in different
runs of the experiment) while they are only locally correlated
with the third? If “yes” then althoughuCl123 cannot be de-
composed as a direct product of one particle versus a(pos-
sible entangled) state of the other two, the nonlocality exhib-
ited by this state is still only two-particle nonlocality.

Although the conceptual ideas in Svetlichny’s paper are
very clear, the proof of the inequality is rather complex. In
this paper Svetlichny’s inequality is first given an interpreta-
tion as a frustrated network of correlations. We believe that
this interpretation gives some greater physical intuition into
the structure of the Sevtlichny inequality. It is also general
enough to be useful when considering other Bell inequalities.
We then derive the maximal possible violation of Svetli-
chny’s inequality and a quantum state is then presented
which violates it maximally. This also gives the optimum
experimental settings for demonstrating a violation. Finally,
we discuss the experimental status of the verification of
genuine three-particle nonlocality, and suggest simple modi-
fications to the recent experiments by Bouwmeesteret al. [7]
and Panet al. [8] which may make such a verification pos-
sible.

Formally, Svetlichny’s model is as follows; LetPsA
=a,B=b,C=cd be the probability for obtaining resultsA
=a, B=b, andC=c when observableA is measured on the
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first particle,B on the second, andC on the third. In a local
hidden variables model each particle in the triplet is endowed
at a source with the same hidden variablel and later, when
subjected to measurements, each particle behaves indepen-
dently of the others, taking into account only the value of the
hidden variable and the measurement to which it itself is
subjected, but not to what measurements the other particles
were subjected and/or the results they yield. Hence,PsA
=a,B=b,C=cd can be expressed as

PsA = a,B = b,C = cdlocal

=E rslddlP1sA = auldP2sB = buldP3sC = culd, s1d

wherersld describes the probability that the hidden variable
has a particular valuel. It is well known that no such local
hidden variables model can account for the correlations gen-
erated by entangled states.

In the hybrid local-nonlocal hidden variables model con-
sidered by Svetlichny,PsA=a,B=b,C=cdSv is given by

PsA = a,B = b,C = cdSv

= q12E r12slddlP1,2sA = a,B = buldP3sC = culd

+ q23E r23slddlP2,3sB = b,C = culdP1sA = auld

+ q13E r13slddlP1,3sA = a,C = culdP2sB = buld,

s2d

subject toq12+q23+q13=1 anderi jslddl=1.
Thus, when repeated measurements are performed on an

ensemble, the three terms in Eq.(2) correspond to the three
possible factorizations of two-particle nonlocality between
the three particles,(1,2)-3, (2,3)-1, and(1,3)-2, with q12, q23,
andq13 the probabilities of each particular factorization be-
ing present.

Svetlichny derived an inequality which is obeyed by all
such hybrid local-nonlocal models, and showed that some
quantum states violate the inequality, hence they are genu-
inely three-particle nonlocal.

II. INTERPRETING SVETLICHNY’S INEQUALITY
AS A FRUSTRATED NETWORK

Bell-type inequalities are generally expressed in terms of
the expectation values of observables. In this section it is
shown how it is possible to interpret Svetlichny’s inequality
as a frustrated networks of correlations.(In fact, many pres-
ently known Bell-type inequalities can be described in such a
way [10], and this leads to a better understanding of their
physical meaning.) Consider a situation of three spatially
separated two-dimensional systems. System 1 is subject to
one of the measurementsA or A8, system 2 is subject toB or
B8 and system 3 toC or C8. The result of any measurement
is labeled ±1. LetEsABCd be the expectation value of the
productABC, then Svetlichny’s inequality is

uEsABCd + EsABC8d + EsAB8Cd + EsA8BCd − EsA8BC8d

− EsAB8C8d − EsA8B8Cd − EsA8B8C8du ø 4. s3d

We will express this in a different(although equivalent)
form. SupposeA, B, andC have been measured. Since the
outcomesa, b, andc can only be equal to ±1, we have only
two possibilities: eithera=bc or a=−bc; we refer to the two
cases asA being correlated toBC or anticorrelated toBC.
Furthermore, whena=bc it is also the case thatb=ac and
c=ab, thus we can talk about correlation without mentioning
explicitly between which partitions; similarly for anticorrela-
tion. Define the probability of correlation,PcsABCd as the
probability thatA, B, andC are correlated, andPasABCd as
the probability that they are anticorrelated. These probabili-
ties of correlation and anticorrelation are related to the ex-
pectation values in Eq.(3) by

E = 2Pc − 1 = 1 − 2Pa. s4d

Using Eq.(4) Svetlichny’s inequality is equivalent to

2 ø S̄ø 6, s5d

whereS̄ is defined as

S̄= PasABCd + PasABC8d + PasA8BCd + PasAB8Cd

+ PcsA8BC8d + PcsAB8C8d + PcsA8B8Cd + PcsA8B8C8d.

s6d

Our task now is to prove Eq.(5) under the assumption of
a hybrid local-nonlocal model. Suppose initially that limited
nonlocality takes the form that particles 1 and 2 form a non-
local subsystems1,2d and that this subsystem is locally cor-
related with particle 3.

Recall that in our interpretation of Svetlichny’s inequality
nonlocality betweenA and B means these particles are re-
garded as a composite system. Hence, the outcomes for the
paired measurementsAB, AB8, A8B, and A8B8 are com-
pletely unconstrained from each other. Furthermore, locality
of 3 versuss1,2d means that for any local hidden variable
model the choice of which of the paired measurementsAB,
AB8, A8B, andA8B8 to make is independent of whetherC or
C8 is measured.

In the most general hidden variable model that can be
considered, for each value of the hidden variablel, which
occurs with probabilityrsld, the measurements can yield
different outcomes according to the associated probabilities
such asPsA=auld. The probabilities of correlation and anti-
correlation, and hence the sum of probabilities in Eq.(6), are
also dependent onl. We call this sum of conditional prob-

abilities in Eq.(6) Ssld, and note thatS̄ is the average over
rsld of Ssld. It can be easily shown that any such model can
be recast into a deterministic model[11] in which for each
value ofl the outcomes are completely determined, i.e., the
probabilities of obtaining each of the possible measurements
is either 0 or 1. In particular, for each value ofl we have a
given, well-defined assignment of ±1 values forab, ab8, a8b,
a8b8, c, andc8, and the probabilities of correlation and anti-
correlation are either 0 or 1.
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Then Eq.(6) corresponds to the network shown in Fig. 1.
The other possible factorizations of the system, 1-s2,3d and
2-s1,3d, give the same diagram with the particle names per-
muted.

Referring to Eq.(6) and Fig. 1, one can easily check that
for no assignment of ±1 values for the results of measure-
ments can all the eight probabilities be equal to 1, nor can all
of them be equal to 0. In fact, at least two of the bonds in
Fig. 1 must be satisfied by any combination of ±1 at the
vertices, and only a maximum of 6 out of the total of 8 bonds
may ever be satisfied. Hence, the network is frustrated(in
other words, not all links can be simultaneously satisfied)
and for every value ofl, 2øSsldø6. Furthermore, since the
inequality holds for every value ofl, it also holds for the

average,S̄=ersldSslddl.
As a last step, due to the symmetry under permutation of

particles, the same inequality holds for all two-versus-one
partitions, and thus for the grand average over all possible
partitions and all assignments of the hidden variable. The
values ofSsld for given different partitions or particular val-
ues of the hidden variable are not accessible
experimentally—only the grand average is experimentally
observable. This, then, is Svetlichny’s inequality, in a slightly
different form than originally proposed.

III. THE PREDICTIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

We now derive the maximum possible quantum mechani-
cal violation of Svetlichny’s inequality and show a particular
case in which the inequality is maximally violated.

It is possible to show thatVSv=4Î2 is the maximum pos-
sible quantum-mechanical violation of Svetlichny’s inequal-
ity; this is the equivalent of Cirel’son’s bound for the
Clauser-Horne-Shimory-Holt(CHSH) inequality. For a state
ucl, VSv can be written as

VSv = ukcuABsC + C8ducl + kcuAB8sC − C8ducl

+ kcuA8BsC − C8ducl + kcuA8B8s− C − C8duclu, s7d

by replacing in Eq.(3) the expectation values by their quan-
tum expression and grouping the terms. Using Schwarz’s in-
equality we can bound the magnitude of each term,

ukcuABsC + C8duclu

ø ÎukcusABABducluukcusC + C8dsC + C8duclu

ø Î2 + kcuCC8 + C8Cucl, s8d

where the last inequality obtains sincekcuABABucl
=kcuCCucl=kcuC8C8ucl=1. Similar results are found for the
other three terms. If we now letx=kcuCC8+C8Cucl, then

uVSvu ø 2sÎ2 + xd + 2sÎ2 − xd. s9d

Thus uVSvuø4Î2 with the maximum absolute value being
attained atx=0.

For a GHZ state of three spin-1/2 particlesucl
=s1/Î2dsu↑ ↑ ↓ l− u↓ ↓ ↑ ld, where↑ and↓ represent spins po-
larized “up” or “down” along thez axis, Svetlichny’s in-
equality is violated if, for example, measurements are made
in the xy plane along some appropriate directions. In this
case

EsABCd = kcuaW · sW ^ bW · sW ^ cW · sW ucl = − cossa + b − gd,

where we labeled the angles from thex axis. The inequality
will be maximally violated by choosinga=0, a8=−p /2, b
=p /4, b8=−p /4, g=0, g8=p /2. ThenVSv=4Î2.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we revisit the experiments of Bouwmeester
et al. [7] and Panet al. [8], two experiments to test three-
particle entanglement. We show that the particular measure-
ments performed in these experiments are such that they do
not produce(according to quantum mechanics) any viola-
tions of Svetlichny’s inequality. They can in fact be repro-
duced by a limited two-particle nonlocal model and therefore
do not demonstrate genuine three-particle nonlocality.

The two experiments described in[7] and [8] use essen-
tially the same experimental set up to produce the three-
photon entangled stateucl=s1/Î2dsuHHVl− uVVHld. Here,H
represents horizontal polarization andV vertical polarization.
To verify that indeed such a GHZ state had been produced,
different tests were made.

It is simpler to represent the state in a formally equivalent
spin 1/2 notation by writinguHl= u↑ l anduVl= u↓ l with ↑ and
↓ denoting spin in thez basis. Thenucl=s1/Î2dsu↑ ↑ ↓ l
− u↓ ↓ ↑ l. In [7] measurements(of the optical equivalent) of
spin in thez andx directions were performed. Unfortunately,
as it is straightforward to check, measurements alongx andz
do not lead to Svetlichny inequality violations for the GHZ
state.

In the subsequent experiment[8] measurementsXXX,
XYY, YXY, and YYXwere performed so as to demonstrate
the GHZ paradox[1,2], obtaining values 1,−1,−1,−1, re-
spectively[on the states1/Î2dsu↑ ↑ ↑ l+ u↓ ↓ ↓ ld]. These re-
sults cannot be reproduced by any local theory. However, the
GHZ paradox does not demonstrate genuine three-party non-
locality because the correlations can be described by a local-
nonlocal hybrid model.

The experimental probabilities in the GHZ experiment
Psa,b,cuA,B,Cd, whereaP h−1,1j is the outcome of mea-

FIG. 1. Network for the correlations in Svetlichny’s inequality.
The dotted lines denote anticorrelation; the full lines denote
correlation.
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surementAP hX,Yj and similarly forb andc, are given by

psa,b,cuA,B,Cd = H1/4, abc= − 1

0, abc= 1
J s10d

when sA,B,CdP hsX,Y,Yd ,sY,X,Y,d ,sY,Y,Xdj,

psa,b,cuX,X,Xd = H1/4, abc= 1

0, abc= − 1,
J s11d

and finally,

psa,b,cuA,B,Cd =
1

8
∀ a,b,c, s12d

when sA,B,CdP hsY,Y,Yd ,sX,X,Yd ,sY,X,Xd ,sX,Y,Xdj.
We will construct a hybrid local nonlocal variable model

that reproduces these correlations. Suppose the nonlocal sub-
system is composed of particles 2 and 3, correlated locally
with particle 1; we will show that the GHZ correlations in
Eq. (10)–(12) can be written

psa,b,cuA,B,Cd = o
l=1

4
1

4
plsauAdplsb,cuB,Cd. s13d

Our protocol for constructing the GHZ correlations is the
following:

(i) Each of theplsauAd are deterministic, i.e., the prob-
abilities are either zero or 1.

(ii ) For each of the plsauAd the corresponding
plsb,cuB,Cd is chosen so that

psa,b,cuA,B,Cd = 0 ⇒ plsauAdplsb,cuB,Cd = 0. s14d

(iii ) For each pairB,C the outcomesb,c satisfying the
above condition occur with equal probability.

Let p1s1uXd=p1s1uYd=1. Our protocol then gives the fol-
lowing: p1s1,1uX,Xd=p1s−1,−1uX,Xd=1/2 to satisfy the
zero probabilities in Eq. (11). p1s1,−1uX,Yd

=p1s−1,1uX,Yd=1/2 to satisfy the zero probabilities in Eq.
(10). p1s1,−1uY,Xd=p1s−1,1uY,Xd=1/2 to satisfy the zero
probabilities in Eq. (10). Finally, p1s1,−1uY,Yd=p1s
−1,1uY,Yd=1/2 tosatisfy the zero probabilities in Eq.(10).

We also have thatp2s1uXd=p2s−1uYd=1, p3s−1uXd
=p3s1uYd=1, andp4s−1uXd=p4s−1uYd=1. The protocol then
completely specifiesplsb,cuB,Cd in each case. It is then
straightforward to check that this hybrid local-nonlocal dis-
tribution reproduces the GHZ correlations.

In fact, we can extend this model to show that any set of
measurements chosen to be in thex, y, or z direction can be
reproduced by a local nonlocal hybrid model of the form

psa,b,cuA,B,Cd = o
l=1

8
1

8
plsauAdplsb,cuB,Cd. s15d

The protocol is exactly the same as before, withA,B,C
PX,Y,Z. Therefore, the analysis of the data already ob-
tained cannot prove the existence of genuine three-party cor-
relations.

On the other hand, it is easy to modify the experiments so
as to produce a maximum violation of Svetlichny’s inequal-
ity. It is sufficient to make measurements in thexy plane
using the angles listed above in Sec. III, where to measure a
spin component with angleu in this plane it is necessary to
perform a measurement which has eigenvectorss1/Î2dsu↑ l
+eiuu↓ ld and s1/Î2dsu↑ l−eiuu↓ ld, that iss1/Î2dsuHl+eiuuVld
and s1/Î2dsuHl−eiuuVld. It should then be possible to con-
firm that the state produced demonstrates genuine three-
particle nonlocality.
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